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He is a Michigan man, so, granted, my father being a Michigan man, always thought highly of his work.
Miller is revered as far as American playwrights go, penning classics as Death of a Salesman, the Price, and
the Crucible, and winning a Pulitzer for his work. Reading through goodreads reviews regarding this play as
both impo I have been exposed to Arthur Miller my entire life. Reading through goodreads reviews regarding
this play as both important and timely, I had my curiosity piqued and decided to read this vintage Miller play
for myself. It is the time of the Vichy government in France. French soldiers collaborating with Nazis have
begun to round up Jews and Gypsies and question them as to their true identity. The play takes place in a
waiting room of a police station as a myriad of Jews, one Gypsy, and an Austrian noble await their fates. Each
character has distinct views on what it means to be Jewish as well as the ability to love their fellow man. The
news of the concentration camps has not yet spread to France, and most of the characters are living in a state
of denial. When questioned by authorities, each character does not openly deny their Jewishness because they
do not believe that a fellow human being would have the capacity to send them to slaughter in cattle cars. As a
result, one by one, each character awaits their fate. The dialogue in this play is as powerful as in any Miller
play, especially the exchanges at the end between the Austrian noble Prince Von Berg and Dr. Leduc as they
are the last two personas to be questioned. The two men have a distinct view of love and hatred, the Austrian
making excuses for the Nazi regime whereas the Jewish Dr. Leduc is appalled that educated people in other
nations would view him as the scum of the earth. As Leduc deduces manners in which he could escape the fate
befalling his fellow Jews, the script comes to an impassioned denouement. Not being one to show emotions
while reading, I was moved as I read this short yet powerful script. I have been exposed to the Holocaust and
its literature for my entire life, and it is easy to become desensitized after reading many testimonies and
histories. With survivors dying out, each piece of Holocaust related literature is important as it is some of the
few surviving memories. A true masterpiece, by an American master playwright, I am grateful that for once I
took the advice of a Goodreads recommendation.
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Incident At Vichy (L.A. Theatre Works Audio Theatre Collection) by Arthur Miller (Author) â€º Visit Amazon's Arthur
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Incident At Vichy (L.A. Theatre Works Audio Theatre Collection) by Arthur Miller. U.S.A.: LA Theatre Works, Audio Book.
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An L.A. Theatre Works full-cast performance featuring: Jon Matthews as Lebeau, A Painter Arye Gross as Bayard, An
Electrician Robert Lesser as Police Guard and.
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An L.A. Theatre Works audio recording of the play is available. Original or Prominent Production: National American
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Theater and Academy (ANTA), Lincoln Center, NYC, December 3, Nationality of Author: U.S.
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Incident at Vichy audiobook, by Arthur Miller In Vichy, France, nine men are detained under a shadowy pretext. As the
tension builds, the men are questionedâ€”are they the sort of people whom the new Nazi regime considers "inferior?"An
LA Theatre Works full-cast performance featuring Jon Matthews as Lebeau, Arye Gross as Bayard, Robert.
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In , the French government, in an effort to impress its new Nazi masters, began hunting down Jewish foreigners, while
sparing its own citizens. But by and the official establishment of.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
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